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I. PLENARY SESSIONS

November 22 (Thursday)

MGIMO University Conference hall
⚠️ Timing: 15 minutes per presentation

First plenary session – 12.00-14.30   Moderator – O.V. Gaman-Golutvina, RPSA President
Second plenary session – 15.30-17.30  Moderator – L.V. Smorgunov, RPSA Scientific Council Chair
Third plenary session – 17.50-19.30   Moderator – O.V. Gaman-Golutvina, RPSA President

Welcoming addresses:

- Welcoming address of the Presidential Administration of the Russian Federation
- Welcoming address of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation
- Welcoming address on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation: First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Andrey I. DENISOV

Guy LACHAPELLE (Canada), Secretary General of the International Political Science Association (IPSA)
Olafur HARDARSON (Iceland), Member of the Executive Committee of the European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR)
Jane MANSBRIDGE (USA), President of the American Political Science Association (APSA)
Anatoly KONVERSKY (Ukraine), Dean of the Philosophy Department, Kiev National University, member of the National Academy of Science of Ukraine
Roman BACKER (Poland), President of the Polish Political Science Association
Esenzhol K. ALIYAROV (Kazakhstan), President of the Kazakhstan Political Science Association (APSK)

Presentations:

Anatoly V. Torkunov, Rector of the MGIMO University, member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Political Science and International Relations: Areas of Intersection and Distinction

Vladimir I. Yakunin, President of the World Public Forum "Dialogue of Civilizations", head of Public Policy Studies department, Moscow State University. Political and Economic Competitiveness of Russia and the European Union: Synergy of Opportunities

Sergey M. Rogov, Director of the Institute for the USA and Canadian Studies, member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Prospects of U.S.- Russian Relations after Presidential Elections in the USA
Vitaly V. Naumkin, Director, Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences, corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences.  
_Turbulent Processes in the Middle East and Russia’s National Interests_

Andrey A. Kokoshin, member and secretary of Department of social sciences of the Russian Academy of Sciences, member of the Presidium of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Dean of the Faculty of World Politics, Moscow State University, member of the Russian Academy of Sciences  

Mikhail K. Gorkhkov, Director, Institute of Sociology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, member of the Russian Academy of Sciences.  
_Russian Identity in the Context of European Culture_

Vladimir E. Churov, Chairman of the Central Election Commission of the Russian Federation.  
_Trends of Evolution of Russian Electoral System_

Jayantha Dhanapala, Ambassador, President of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs; former UN Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs at the United Nations (1998-2003); Member of the Governing Board, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute.  
_The UN Principles and Politics of Great Powers_

Konstantin I. Kosachev, Chairman, Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad and International Humanitarian Cooperation (Rossotrudnichestvo), special representative of the President of the Russian Federation on CIS affairs.  
_Potential of Russian Soft Power in Global Policy_

Anne de Tinguy, Professor and chief research associate, Centre for International Studies and Research (SERI)/Sciences-Po, professor of INALCO (National Institute of Oriental Languages and Civilizations), France.  
_Compatriots Abroad – Source of Russia’s Soft Power_

Alexey D. Voskresensky, Dean, Faculty of political science, MGIMO University, Doctor of political science, Professor.  
_Social Formations and the Domain of World Politics_

Mikhail V. Ilyin, Vice-president of the International Political Science Association, deputy Dean, Faculty of applied political science of the National Research University - Higher School of Economics.  
_Waves of State-building in Russia and in the World_

Oxana V. Gaman-Golutvina, Chair of Comparative political science department, MGIMO University, President of RPSA, Doctor of political science, Professor.  
_Professionalization of Politics: Russian Experience in the World Context_

Alexander I. Nikitin, Director, Center for Euro-Atlantic security at MGIMO University, RPSA President Emeritus, Chair of the RPSA International Cooperation Council, Doctor of political science, Professor  
_Towards Joint Response of Russia and Western States to International Crises and Conflicts_

Richard Sakwa, Dean, School of Politics and International Relations, Professor of Russian and European Politics, University of Kent (Great Britain).  
_Analysis of Russian Studies: Problems and Paradoxes_

Vladimir G. Baranovsky, deputy Director of the Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Director of the Center for strategic analysis of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Chairman of the Advisory Board of RPSA, member of the Russian Academy of Sciences.  
_Current Trends of Evolution of the Modern System of International Relations_

Sverre Lodgaard, member of Pugwash Council and Executive Committee; Senior Research Fellow and ex-Director, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), Oslo.  
_International Organizations and Mechanisms in Global Political Processes_
II. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OF THE CONGRESS

1. Special Sessions (SS) (*simultaneous interpreting: Russian/English*)

SS-10-1. Interaction of Global, Regional and National Political Processes

Conducted by RPSA in cooperation with the Friedrich Ebert Foundation Representative Office in Moscow

November 23 (Friday) 10.00 – 13.45

room 423 (new building H)

Moderators – Rudolf Traub-Merz (Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, Germany),

Alexander I. Nikitin (RPSA and MGIMO, Russia)

Global Governance: How to Cope with Disorganized and Overloaded System of International Relations. Ilter Turan (Turkey), Professor and ex-Rector of the Bilgi University

Problem of Power in the Modern International Relations and in Scientific Discipline. Timofey V. Borodachev, Deputy Dean of the Faculty of world economics and international relations of the National Research University - Higher School of Economics

Europe: from Mimetic to Dialogic Policy. Richard Sakwa (Great Britain), Head of School of Politics and International Relations, Rutherford College, University of Kent

Separatism challenges. Why So Many Sub-State Entities Are Asking to Play an International Role? Guy Lachapelle (Canada), Secretary General of the International Political Science Association, Head of the regional Bureau of the Association of the Francophone Universities

Authoritarianism Challenges. Stabilization of Authoritarian Regimes in the Globalized World. Roman Baecker (Poland), President of the Polish Political Science Association, Dean of the political science and international relations department of the University in Torun.’

Migration Challenges. Migration from Russia as Instrument for Strengthening Influence in EU-countries. Anne De Tinguy (France), Professor and chief research associate, Centre for International Studies and Research (SERI)/Sciences-Po, professor of INALCO (National Institute of Oriental Languages and Civilizations).

Challenges of Regionalism. Mega-regions as a factor in Modern Global Political Processes. Vladimir Suprun (Russia), Director of the Foundation for socio-prognostics Studies «Trends» (Novosibirsk)

Challenges and achievements of Historical Institutionalism. Werner Patzelt (Germany), member of the Executive Committee of the International Political Science Association (IPSA)

Challenges and Prospects of Cosmopolitism. Presentation of the monograph “Cosmopolitism – Future of Humankind”. Yuri Kirshin (Russia), Major General (ret.), Chair of the War History Department of the Russian Academy of Military Sciences.
New Instruments in Political Communications. Teresa Sasinska-Klas (Poland), Professor of The Jagiellonian University, member of the Executive Committee of the International Political Science Association (IPSA)

“Non-Statehood” Europe as a Laboratory of Global Governance. Giorgio Dominese (Italy), LUISS University Rome

“Getting to “Yes” in Politics: the New Study of political Negotiations. Jane Mansbridge (USA), President of the American Political Science Association, Professor of the Harvard University

The Relationship between Age and Turnout: a Roller-coaster Ride. Hanna Wass (Finland), President of the Finnish Political Science Association

Sirke Makinen (Finland), University of Tampere

SS-10-2. Contemporary Problems of Disarmament and Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons

November (Friday) 15.00 – 18.00
room 423 (Scientific Council hall, building H)

Moderator – Sergey K. Oznobishev (Russia), coordinator of subproject on the nuclear policy in the common project of the RPSA and the MacArthur Foundation

Problems of Nuclear Non-proliferation: political aspects. Grigory V. Berdennikov, Ambassador-at-Large of the Ministry of International Affairs of the Russian Federation

Tactical nuclear weapons: Problems of reduction and withdrawal from Europe. Götz Neuneck (Germany), member of the Pugwash Council and Executive Committee, Deputy Director of the Institute for Peace Research and Security Policy (IFSH) in Hamburg, Member of the Council of the German Physical Society (DPG), and Deputy Chairman of the Working Group "Physics and Disarmament" in the DPG

Contemporary threats of the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Anton V. Hlopkov, Chair of the Center for Energy and Security Studies, Editor-in-chief of the journal "Nuclear Club"
U.S.-Russia Relations in the Field of Nuclear Nonproliferation: Conflict or Cooperation? Nursin Guney (Turkey) - Prof. Dr., Department of Economics and Administrative Science, Yildiz Technical University

The world after START III. Viktor I. Mizin, Institute for international Studies MGIMO-University of the Ministry of foreign Affairs of Russia

Political debates in British society on nuclear weapons issues. John Finney (United Kingdom), member of Pugwash Council and Executive Committee, Emeritus Professor of Physics at University College London and the London Centre for Nanotechnology; Chairman of the British Pugwash Group; Chair of the WMD Awareness Programme; Chair of the Nuclear Weapons Policy Liaison Group

Political aspects of the Iranian nuclear program. Paolo Cotta-Ramusino (Italy), Secretary General of Pugwash Conferences (since August 2002) and Professor of University of Milan, former Director of the Program on Science, Technology and International Security, Landau Network – Centro Volta, Com, and former Secretary General of the Union of Italian Scientists for Disarmament (USPID)

Complications of peace process in the Middle East. Saideh Lotfian (Islamic Republic of Iran), Chair of the Pugwash Council, Professor of Political Science at the University of Tehran, formerly Associate Dean for Research at the Faculty of Law and Political Science and visiting researcher at SIPRI

Peace issues in South Asia. Mohanty Arun (India) - Professor, School of International Studies (SIS), Jawaharlal Nehru University
SS-10-3. International Cooperation in the Arctic Region: Security and Development Issues

November 23 (Friday) 10.00 – 12.00 room 423 (new building H)

Moderator: Jayantha Dhanapala (Sri Lanka), President of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs, former Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs at the United Nations (1998-2003), and former Ambassador of Sri Lanka to the US (1995-97) and to the UN Office in Geneva (1984-87).

Russian studies of the Arctic security and development issues. Andrey V. Zagorsky, Chair of the disarmament and conflict settlement department in IMEMO RAS, coordinator of the subproject on political issues of the Arctic in the common project of RAPN and MacArthur Foundation

Tangle of interests of Arctic countries. Sverre Lodgaard (Norway), member of Pugwash Council and Executive Committee, Senior Research Fellow and former Director of the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI) in Oslo, former Director of the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) in Geneva, and former Director of the International Peace Research Institute of Oslo (PRIO)

The Arctic as the sphere of geopolitical contradictions between Russia and USA. Aleksander N. Marchukov, Volgograd State Technical University

American interests in the Arctic. Pavel A. Gudiev, senior researcher of the Centre of the North American studies IMEMO RAN.

Social experience of Iceland. Olafur Hardarson (Iceland), Member of the Executive Committee of the European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR)

Complications and prospects of international dialogue on the Arctic. Oleg B. Aleksandrov, associate professor of “International relations and foreign policy of Russia” department in MGIMO-University.
2. Plenary Lectures (PL)

November 23 (Friday), 12.00 – 13.45 Conference hall 1 (building Б)
PL-1. Challenges and achievements of Historical Institutionalism.

Werner Patzelt (Germany), member of the Executive Committee, International Political Science Association (IPSA)
(Lecture in English)

November 23 (Friday), 15.00 – 16.45 room 314* (building H)
PL-2. Peaceful Settlement of Modern Conflicts

Paolo Cotta-Ramusino (Italy), Secretary General of Pugwash Conferences (since August 2002), former Director of the Program on Science, Technology and International Security, Landau Network – Centro Volta, Com, and former Secretary General of the Union of Italian Scientists for Disarmament (USPID)
(Lecture in English)

November 23 (Friday), 15.00 – 16.45 Conference hall 1 (building Б)
PL-3. Methods of Teaching Political Science in Iran

Saideh Lotfian (Islamic Republic of Iran), Chair of the Pugwash Council, Professor of Political Science at the University of Tehran, formerly Associate Dean for Research at the Faculty of Law and Political Science and visiting researcher at SIPRI
(Lecture in English)
4. Coordinating Meeting of Leaders of International and National Associations of Political Science (CM)

(The Meeting is conducted in English)

November 24 (Saturday) 10.00 – 11.45

Moderators – Oksana V. Gaman-Golutvina, President of RPSA, Alexander I. Nikitin, Chairman of the Council for International Cooperation, RPSA.

Guy Lachapelle (Canada), Secretary-coordinator of the International Political Science Association (IPSA)

Teresa Sasinska-Klas (Poland), Professor of The Jagiellonian University, member of the Executive Committee of the International Political Science Association (IPSA)

Mikhail V. Ilyin (Russia), Vice-President of International Political Science Association (IPSA)

Roman Baecker (Poland), President of the Polish Political Science Association, Dean of the political science and international relations department of the University in Torun.

Werner J. Patzelt (Germany), President of the German Political Science Association, member of the Executive Committee of the International Political Science Association (IPSA)

Jane Mansbridge (USA), President of the American Political Science Association (APSA), Professor of the Harvard University

Olfur Hardarson (Iceland), Member of the Executive Committee of the European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR)

Hosup Kim (Republic of Korea), President of the Korean Political Science Association (KPSA)

Euiyoung Kim (Republic of Korea), Secretary General, Korean Political Science Association (KPSA)

Larisa A. Kochubei (Ukraine), Scientific Secretary of the Ukrainian Association and Academy of Political Science

Esenzhol K. Aliyarov (Kazakhstan), President of the Kazakh Political Science Association (APSK)

Hanna Wass (Finland), President of the Finnish Political Science Association

Jenni Rinne (Finland), Secretary of the Finnish Political Science Association

Vladimir V. Ruvinsky (Columbia), Member of the Council of the Columbian Political Science Association

Juan Pablo Milanese (Columbia), representative of the Latin American Political Science Association
3. Round Tables (RT)

RT-15. Political Processes in CIS States. (Roundtable In Russian Language)
November 23 (Friday), 15.00 – 16.45 room 505* (building H)
Moderators: Boris P. Guseletov, Just World Institute, Moscow, bguseletov@mail.ru; Maksim V. Bratersky, National Research University - Higher School of Economics, Moscow, bratersky@gmail.com

Social Democracy in the CIS States: Problems and Prospects, Boris P. Guseletov, Just World Institute, Москва, bguseletov@mail.ru

Integration Limits for Post-Soviet Space, Maksim V. Bratersky, National Research University - Higher School of Economics, Moscow, bratersky@gmail.com

The Institutional Traps in Politics of the Post-Soviet States, Galina I. Zelen'ko, Institute of Political and Ethnic Studies of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev, zgalina@ukr.net

Participation of Belarus' in Integration Processes in the Post-Soviet Space, Andrey I. Suzdal'tsev, National Research University - Higher School of Economics, asuzdal'tsev@hse.ru

The Institution of Presidency as a "Consolidation Driver" for Political Regimes in the Post-Soviet Space, Nikolai A. Borisov, Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow, nborisov@rggu.ru

«The Alliance for European Integration and the Idea of Plurality Voting System in the Republic of Moldova, Alexey A. Romanchuk, University "High Anthropological School", Kishinev (Moldova), dierevo@mail.ru

Political Outcomes of the Election Cycle of 2011-2012 in Kazakhstan, Yuri O. Buluktaev, Kazakhstan Institute for Strategic Studies under the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty, buluktaev49@mail.ru

8. Autocratic and Democratic External Influences in Post-Soviet Regime Transition: A Multi-Level Approach, Anastassia Obydenkova (Spain), European University Institute, Florence

RT-12. Russian-Ukrainian Relations. (Roundtable In Russian Language)
24 November (Saturday), 12.00 – 13.45 room. 530* (building H)
Moderator: Oxana V. Gaman-Golutvina, RPSC President

(Eight speakers from Ukraine and Russia)

24 November (Saturday), 12.00 – 13.45 room. 442* (building H)
Moderators: Mikhail Ilyin, IPSA Vice-President, Deputy Dean, Research University - Higher School of Economics, Esenzhol K. Aliyarov (Kazakhstan), President of the Kazakhstan Political Science Association

(Eleven speakers from Kazakhstan and Russia)
(Roundtable in English language)  
November 24 (Saturday), 12:00 – 13:45, room 506 (building H)  
Moderators: Sergey Oznobishchev, Director, Institute for Strategic Assessments; Lyudmila S. Okuneva, MGIMO-University of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia, Moscow  
Russia-Brazil: Comparative Analysis Criteria. At the start of democratic transit: parallels of Russian and Brazilian case studies, Lyudmila S. Okuneva, MGIMO-University  
Comparative Mechanisms of Defense and Security Policies Development and Defense Industrial-Technological Programs in Brazil, Sweden, Russia and India. Luiz Pedone (Brazil), professor of international relations and public policies/political science, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Institute of Strategic Studies  
Lobbying and Interests Representation in Brazil. Paulo Afonso Francisco de Carvalho (Brazil), professor, University of Brazil  
State, Politics and Paths to Development in Emerging Countries. Flavio Gaitán (Brazil), postdoctoral fellow, IESP-UERJ (Institute of Social and Political Studies, State University of Rio de Janeiro)  

RT-27. Problems of Global Governance in Modern Political Science  
(Roundtable in English language)  
November 23 (Friday), 15.00 – 16.45 room 518 (building H)  
Moderators: Nina Y. Belyaeva, Professor, National Research University - Higher School of Economics; Anna N. Potsar, associate professor, National Research University - Higher School of Economics; Dmitry G. Zaytsev, associate professor, National Research University - Higher School of Economics  
Participants and Commentators:  
Guy Lachapelle, Canada, IPSA Secretary General  
Ilter Turan, Turkey, Professor, Bilgi University, Istanbul  
Giorgio Dominese, Italy, Professor, Coordinator of Transition Studies World Research  
Richard Sakwa, UK, head of School, Rutherford College, University of Kent  
Paper presenters:  
"Public" as a "social actor" vs "public" as a "target audience". Conceptual connection between "the public", "civil society" and "community". Belyaeva N.Y., Dgibladze G., Donohue Ch., National Research University - Higher School of Economics
Global culture of protest: Russian case OR Protests’ ABC. Potsar A.N., National Research University - Higher School of Economics


Protest movement in Russia: problem of actorness. Zaytsev D.G., Karastelev V.Y., Gerasimov V.K., National Research University - Higher School of Economics

Global climate change: intellectual response of civil environmental movements. Slyviak V.V., director, civil society association “EcoDefence”, Moroz O.A., National Research University - Higher School of Economics

Global Think Tanks and Intellectual response to global challenges. Zaytsev D.G., Kiparisov P.O., National Research University - Higher School of Economics

Participation of Foreign Guests in Other Sessions of the Congress

OT-2. Russia’s Image and its Impact on Domestic and Foreign Policy.
OT-2-1.
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 314* (building H)
Nuno Morgado (Portugal), Neo-Eurasianism: Strategic Conception of Russia, among History and Geopolitics

OT-2-2
November 23 (Friday), 12.00 – 13.45 room 314* (building H)
Ioahim Diec (Poland), “Russian Nation” as Ideological Challenge For Modern State

Konstantinas Andrijauskas (Lithuania), Russia’s Traditional Sphere Of Influence in the Discourse of Its Eastern Foreign Policy Vector

OT-4. Terrorism and Global Cooperation on Security Issues.
OT-4-1
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 232* (building H)
James Dingley (Great Britain), Successful anti-terrorist strategy and tactic in the Northern Ireland

OT-5. State in the Modern World.
OT-5-1
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 3022* (building B)
Sergey Ya. Kurits (Israel), Dysfunctions of the Global Governance and Law System

OT-6. The Project of Russia’s Modernization as a Civil Initiative.
OT-6-1
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 1039* (building B)
Anna Maria Jach (Poland), Nongovernmental Human Rights Organizations in Political System of Russia

OT-8-3
November 24 (Saturday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 3019 (building B)
Fred Eidlin (Canada), Why there is no “Normal” Political Parties and “Normal” Political System of Parties in Russia?
Jan Holzer (Czech Republic), Metamorphosis of Opposition under Democracy and Authoritarianism. Some Notes on Contemporary Trends

PNP-1. Political Theory.
PNP-1-1
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 2119* (building Г)
Mirolub Jevtic (Serbia), Religion as Political Sciences Research Subject

PNP-12. Political Economy.
November 23 (Friday), 12.00 – 13.45 room 2150 (building Г)
Paulo Afonso Francisco de Carvalho (Brazil), Lobbying and Interests Representation in Brazil

PNP-19. World Politics.
PNP-19-1
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 530* (building H)
Vişne Korkmaz (Turkey), The Meaning of Great Power Politics in the XXI Century’s International Security: the Case of Russia

Robert Sabo (Nigeria), Dynamics of Nigerian Political Process

November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 3073 (building Б)
Halas Matus (Slovakia), The Influence of Social Darwinism upon German Political Geography before the Second World War

PNP-29-1
November 24 (Saturday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 3030* (building Б)
Natayia Reshetova (Spain), Trust in Political Parties in Ukraine as an Indicator of Satisfaction with Democracy

PNP-37. Political Communications.
PNP-37-3
November 23 (Friday), 15.00 – 16.45 room 510* (building H)
Teresa Sasinska-Klas (Poland), New Instruments in Political Communication Processes

PNP-44. International Relations.
PNP-44-2
November 23 (Friday), 12.00 – 13.45 room 518* (building H)
Dovile Jakniunaite (Lithuania), Foreign Policy Games and Russia’s Bilateral Relations

Farchad F. Tolipov (Uzbekistan), Central Asia versus Eurasia in the Context of the New World Order

C3-8-1
November 23 (Friday), 10.00 – 11.45 room 442* (building H)
Iwona A. Massaka (Poland), On the Issue of Political Function of Music
List of Foreign Participants

Armenia
- Aleksanyan Ashot S. - Yerevan State University

Belarus
- Levyash Igor Ya. - The Centre for Strategic Studies, Institute of Philosophy NAN of Balarus
- Vatil Viktor N. - Yanka Kupala State University of Grodno

Brazil
- de Carvalho Paulo Afonso Francisco - Professor, Institute of Political Science (IPOL), University of Brazil
- Gaitán Flavio - Postdoctoral Fellow, Institute of Social and Political Studies, State University of Rio de Janeiro
- Pedone Luiz - Professor of International Relations and Public Policies/Political Science, Strategic Studies Institute, Universidade Federal Fluminense

Canada
- Lachapelle Guy - Secretary General, International Political Science Association; Full Professor, Department of Political Science, Concordia University

Columbia
- Milanese Huan Pablo, Latin American Political Science Association
- Ruvinsky Vladimir V. – Member of the Council of the Columbian Political Science Association

Czech Republic
- Holzer Jan – Professor, Department of Political Science/International Institute of Political Science, Faculty of Social Sciences, Masaryk University, Brno

Egypt

Estonia
- Eidlin Fred – Prof. Emeritus, College of Social and Applied Human Sciences, University of Guelph/ currently teaching in Tallinn (Estonia)

Finland
- Makinen Sirke - University of Tampere
- Rinne Jenni (Ms.) – Secretary, Finnish Political Science Association
- Wass Hanna (Ms.) – Chair, Finnish Political Science Association; Dr. Pol.Sc., Researcher, Department of Political and Economic Studies, University of Helsinki

France
- de Tinguy Anne– Prof. Sciences-Po, Centre for International Studies and Research
Germany

- Neuneeck Götz – Prof. Dr., Member, Pugwash Council and Executive Committee; Deputy Director, Institute for Peace Research and Security Policy (IFSH) in Hamburg
- Patzelt Werner J. – Prof. Dr., Chair of Political Systems and Comparative Politics, Dresden University of Technology

Greece

- Lazaridi Kalliopi - Ph.D. Candidate University of Piraeus, Research Fellow, Andreas Papandreou Institute for Strategic and Development Studies
- Skotiniotis Antonis - Ph.D. Candidate University of Piraeus, Research Fellow, Andreas Papandreou Institute for Strategic and Development Studies

Iceland

- Hardarson Ólafur Th. – Ph.D., Professor of Political Science, Dean of the School of Social Sciences, University of Iceland; Executive Committee Member, European Consortium for Political Research

India

- Mohanty Arun - Professor, School of International Studies (SIS), Jawaharlal Nehru University

Iran

- Lotfian Saideh (Ms.) - Chair, Pugwash Council; Professor of Political Science, University of Tehran

Israel

- Bocharov Yuri B. – Engineering Company, Haifa
- Kuritz Sergey Ya. – independent System Analyst

Italy

- Cotta-Ramusino Paolo - Secretary General of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs; Professor, University of Milan
- Dominese Giorgio - Coordinator of Transition Studies World Research, Chair of Geopolitics at the Master of Science in International Relations, LUISS University Rome
- Ravagnan Stefano - First Counsellor, Embassy of Italy to the Russian Federation

Kazakhstan

- Aliyarov Esenzhol K.– President of the Kazakh Political Science Association
- Baysultanova Kulipa Sh., Phd. - Kazakh Centre for Humanitarian and Political Situations
- Buluktaev Yury O. – senior researcher of the Kazakh Institute of Strategic Studies
- Dosmagambetova Gulmira I.
- Iskakova Gulnar K.
- Ivatova Lyailya M. – State Governance Academy under President of Kazakhstan
- Kadyrzhanov Rustem K., Phd., Dr. - Kazakh Centre for Humanitarian and Political Situations
- Omarov Meirat M. – Head of the regional Studies Department in the Kazakh University of International Relations.
- Iztaeva Venera A. - Kazakh Centre for Humanitarian and Political Situations

Lithuania
Andrijauskas Konstantinas - Assistant / Lecturer of the Far Eastern Studies, Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University

Jakniunaite Dovile (Ms.) - Head of the Research and Public Affairs Department / Associated Professor, Institute of International Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University

Nigeria

Sabo Robert - Postgraduate Student, Russian University of the Peoples' Friendship, Moscow

Norway

Lodgaard Sverre – Dr., Member, Pugwash Council and Executive Committee; Senior Research Fellow and former Director, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), Oslo

Poland

Bäcker Roman Juliusz - Prof. Dr. hab., Dean, Faculty of Political Sciences and International Studies, Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń

Burdelski Marceli - Vice Chairman, Scientific Council, Center of East Asian Studies, University of Gdansk

Diec Joachim - Adjunct Professor, Dr. hab., Chair of Russian History and Political Thought, Institute of Russia and Eastern Europe, Department of International and Political Studies, Jagiellonian University

Jach Anna Maria – Dr., Institute for Russia and Eastern Europe, Jagiellonian University

Marszalek Adam, President, Adam Marszalek Publishing House

Marszalek-Kawa Joanna (Ms.) - Vice-President, Adam Marszalek Publishing House

Massaka Iwona Agnieszka - Prof. Dr., Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń

Sassinska-Klas Teresa – Prof. Dr., Institute of Journalism and Social Communication, Jagiellonian University

Portugal

Morgado Nuno - Ph.D. Candidate in International Relations, Scholar in Geopolitical Studies, Charles University in Prague

Serbia

Jevtic Miroljub – Professor, School of Political Sciences University of Belgrad.

Slovakia

Halas Matus – Ph.D., Institute of European Studies and International Relations, Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences, Comenius University

South Korea

Kim Euiyoung - Secretary General, Korean Political Science Association

Kim Hosup – President, Korean Political Science Association

Spain

Obydenkova Anastassia (Russia/Spain) – Ph.D., European University Institute, Florence; Senior Researcher and Professor, Universitat Pompeu Fabra & Ministry of Science and Innovation of Spain

Reshetova Nataliya (Russia/Spain) – Ph.D. Student/Researcher, Department of Social Work and Sociology, Faculty of Human and Social Sciences, University of Deusto

Sri Lanka

Dhanapala Jayantha - President of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs; former Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs at the United Nations (1998-2003); Member of the Governing Board, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
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(Switzerland/Tajikistan)
- Waldmeier Christoph - Assistant - Global Governance, ETH

Turkey
- Guney Nursin Atesoglu (Ms.) - Prof. Dr., Department of Economics and Administrative Science, Yildiz Technical University
- Korkmaz Visne (Ms.) - Assoc. Prof. Dr./Lecturer, Department of Political Science and International Relations, Yildiz Technical University
- Turan Ilter - Professor, Political Science Department, Istanbul’s Bilgi University.

Ukraine
- Burov Igor V. – Institute of Sociology, NAN of Ukraine
- Ermolaev Andrey V. – Director of the National Institute for Strategic Studies
- Kochubey Larisa A. – Institute for Political and Ethnographical Studies NAN of Ukraine
- Konversky Anatoliy E. – Dean, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev
- Onishenko Irina G. - Phd., Dr., corresponding member of the NAN of Ukraine
- Vlasenko Tamara T. – G.S. Skovoroda National Pedagogic University of Harkov
- Zagorsky Vladimir S. – Institute of Lvov of the National Academy of Governance under President of Ukraine
- Zelenko Galina I.- Institute for Political and Ethnographical Studies NAN of Ukraine
- Zotkin Andrey A. - Institute of Sociology, NAN of Ukraine

United Kingdom
- Dingley James - Visiting Research Fellow, Queen’s University, Belfast
- Finney John – Member, Pugwash Council and Executive Committee; Chairman of the British Pugwash Group; Emeritus Professor of University College London
- Sakwa Richard - Professor of Russian and European Politics, University of Kent

USA
- Mansbridge Jane – President, American Political Science Association; Professor, Harvard University
- Miller Steven – Chair, Pugwash Executive Committee; Director, International Security Program, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government; Co-chair, U.S. Pugwash Committee
- Rutland Peter – Professor of Government, Government Department, Wesleyan University
- Sandra Ionno Butcher - Senior Program Coordinator, Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs (International Secretariat)
- Vaughn Claudia (Ms.) (USA/Italy) - Program Coordinator, Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs, Rome

Uzbekistan
- Tolipov Farhod F. - Non-state Educational Establishment «Knowledge Caravan»